
Fusion Graphics
Technical Datasheet

Product:   FUSION GRAPHICS™ - Monotone 
 
Customs tariff number: 57037098 
 
Overall height:  approx. 8 mm 
 
Size / Weight:  40 x 60 cm / 0.6 kg
   50 x 75 cm / 0.9 kg

Pile:   Nylon
Backing:   Nitrile Rubber 
 
Cleaning:   » Machine Washable and Tumble Dry 
 
Design specifications:  
 
Font style is HELVETICA BOLD at 200 point. 
You can get 3 lines of text per mat. 
Maximum 12 letters per line for 40 x 60 cm mats. 
Maximum 16 letters per line for 50 x 75 cm mats. 
Punctuation (?.! etc) is possible but uses up 1 character. 
Simple symbols to be added soon - rose, duck, dog, horse, cat, chicken etc. 
In this case you get 1 symbol and 1 line of text. 
 
Delivery and shipping:

We are aiming to despatch in 5 days after order. 
FUSION GRAPHICS™ - Monotone mats can go via Royal Mail.

Royal Mail: £ 3.20 1st class or £ 2.80 2nd class

Product:   FUSION GRAPHICS™ - HF - Hard Fabric 
 
Customs tariff number: 57050080 
 
Overall height:  approx. 11 mm 
 
Size / Weight:  50 x 75 cm / 1.5 kg

Pile:   Polypropilene
Backing:   Rubber Crumb 
 
Cleaning:   » Carpet cleaning / Vacuum cleaners 
   » Brush
   » Shake outdoors 
 
Design specifications:  
 
Font style is HELVETICA BOLD at 200 point. 
You can get 3 lines of text per mat. 
Maximum 12 letters per line for 40 x 60 cm mats. 
Maximum 16 letters per line for 50 x 75 cm mats. 
Punctuation (?.! etc) is possible but uses up 1 character. 
Simple symbols to be added soon - rose, duck, dog, horse, cat, chicken etc. 
In this case you get 1 symbol and 1 line of text. 
 
Delivery and shipping:

We are aiming to despatch in 5 days after order. 
FUSION GRAPHICS™ - HF - Hard Fabric mats can go by courier.

Courier: £ 6.50

For all mats we reserve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size | Colours are subject to commercial tolerance Date: 26.01.22

Colours:
  TAUPE    NATURAL  

FUSION GRAPHICS™ - Monotone FUSION GRAPHICS™ - HF - Hard Fabric
Fusion Graphics™ - Monotone mats offer outstanding low 
maintenance, high anti-wear andti skid properties, resistance 
to fading and rich colours. Their high capacity to capture dirt is a 
superb advantage, yet they are flat enough to fit under almost any 
door. When your mat starts to look dirty simply pop it into your 
washing machine to restore the “good as new” appearance. The 
mat can be tunle dried so you can lay it straight back on the floor. 

Fusion Graphics™ - HF - Hard Fabric mats offer outstanding low 
maintenance with a strong hardwearing loop surface that will not 
rot or fade. The heavy duty rubber crumb backing gives the mat 
weight to keep it in place, even outdoors. The mat can be easily 
cleaned with vacuum or bruch or simply shaken outdoors.

PERSONALIZED GRAPHICS
Fusion Graphics mats allow you to have a personalized, fun message at your door 
to welcome you and your visitors. No more loose fibres or fading of the message. 
This Bitish designed product utilises an advanced technology branding technique, 
which fuses the surface pile into a precise design. This design is in the format of 
Letters and is a permanent feature. Unlike printed coir mats the Fusion Graphics 
mat will not shed fibres or deteriorate in wet, damp conditions. The image clarity 
will also remain throughout the lifetime of the mat without surface wear being an 
issue.

WHY FUSION GRAPHICS?
» Personalized messages
» Hygienic and clean
» Ideal for allergy sufferers and pet owners
» 2-year 'good as new' guarantee
» 100 % PVC-free
» Designed and produced in Britain
» Rot proof and fade resistant
» Lower profile than natural coir

  TERRACOTTA    SLATE GREY  
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